Reverse and intermediate segregation of large beads in dry granular media
Mixtures of two types of glass beads have been sheared in a chute flow, in a half-filled rotating drum, and placed in a funnel to form a pile. In the three experimental devices, for small size ratios, there is a segregation of the large beads at the surface of the flowing phase (usual case), but for high size ratios (above about 5) the large beads segregate inside (reverse segregation). Precise measurements show that the segregation drives the large beads to an intermediate level inside the bed. In all devices, there is a continuous evolution of the location of the segregated beads from the surface to deep inside, when increasing the size ratio between the beads. The location of the segregated beads at intermediate levels is well defined both for high size ratios (above 5) and for very small size ratios (about 2), the level being very close to the surface in that case. The reverse and intermediate segregations are masked when using high fractions of large beads in the experiments. Their interpretation involves the high mass of the large particles balancing geometrical effects at a particular intermediate level inside the flowing layer.